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•SRC = county’s fiscal agent for CCDF subsidy & quality improvement fundsy g y q y p
•One of four experiments
•SRC paid for intervention, HHS contract paid for the evaluation
•Quality $ constitute 4% of subsidy funding set aside (with state matching 
funds) for improving child care quality.
•SRC selected the 3 curricula through a panel review process

•Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) administered by Child Care 
Bureau, provides subsidies for child care for children of low-income working 
parents, whose eligibility is determined by states within broad federal 
guidelines.
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Spanish-speaking—some bilingual; English-speaking—monolingual; Other p p g g ; g p g g ;
languages: include Haitian Kreyol

In 2001 > ½ of county’s residents were born outside the US.  County 
demographics:
57% Hispanic
24% N Hi i Whi24% Non-Hispanic White
19% Non-Hispanic Black
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• In classrooms with at least one Spanish-speaking childIn classrooms with at least one Spanish speaking child, 
there was at least one staff member who spoke Spanish.

• Number of children in attendance averaged 15, and   
average observed ratio was 1:10.

• More than half of the teachers spoke Spanish as their first 
l 28% k l S i h i th l (46language; 28% spoke only Spanish in the classroom (46-
49% “preferred” Spanish).

• More than one-quarter (28%) had no education beyond 
high school.

• More than half reported having an AA or BA degree, g g
almost always from institutions outside the US.
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• Impacts on children’s language and literacy skills analyzed in three-level p g g y y
hierarchical linear models: children (level 1) nested in classrooms (level 
2) and classrooms nested in randomization blocks (level 3)

• Treatment impacts were estimated in models that controlled for child’s 
age, sex and home language, class-level mean LAP-D  scores
measured in Fall 2004, block variables (dominant language of 
teacher/size of center)
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